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ABSTRCT

A large amount of data is maintained in every Social networking sites.The total data constantly
gathered on these sites make it difficult for methods like use of field agents, clipping services
and ad-hoc research to maintain social media data. This paper discusses the previous research on
sentiment analysis.

1. Introduction and State of Art
A large amount of data is maintained in every Social networking sites.The total data constantly
gathered on these sites make it difficult for methods like use of field agents, clipping services
and ad-hoc research to maintain social media data[2].It is essential to employ tools able of
analyzing social media mainly the characteristics of social media.
The mining review which uses machine learning and semantic orientation has investigated [3].
The approach which is used to classify the movie review uses the supervised classification.
A corpus is formed to represent the data in the documents and all the classifiers are trained using
this corpus.Thus the proposed technique is more efficient. The machine learning approach uses
supervised learning, the proposed semantic orientation approach uses “un-supervised learning“
prior data is not required to mine the data.
To investigate the effectiveness of classification of the documents machine learning techniques
are used [4]. By experimenting machine learning techniques are much better than human
produced baseline for sentiment analysis on a review data. This classification uses features which
are based on unigrams and bigrams.

Zhu[5] proposed aspect based opinion polling free from textual customer reviews. Opinion
polling uses aspect based segmentation model which segment the multi-aspect sentence to single
aspect units.
A sentiment analyzer to extract opinions has proposed [6] related to a subject from online data
documents. Sentiment analyzer uses natural language processing techniques. The sentiment
analyzer finds out all the references on the subject and sentiment polarity of each reference is
determined. The sentiment analysis conducted by the researches utilized the sentiment lexicon
and sentiment pattern database for extraction and association purposes.
Alekh Agarwal[7] proposed a machine learning method incorporating linguistic knowledge
gathered through synonymy graphs, for effective opinion classification. This approach shows the
degree of influence among relationships of documents have on their sentiment analysis. This is
brought about by the use of graph-cut technique and opinion words got through synonym graphs
of word net. The proposed approach also improves the accuracy of predictions in classification
task. Experiments using the system have given results with the accuracy over 90 percent with an
advantage of decreased in processing time, with the difference of minimum in the final
accuracies.
The proposed methodology from the authors resulted in the following conclusions:
1. Automated mining of linguistic information is possible, so demonstrated with the
structure of links in word net.
2. Generic method of using graph-cut technique for efficient opinion classification.
Ahmed Abbasi[8] proposed sentiment analysis methods which are used to classify the forum
opinions in web which are in multiple languages. To enhance the performance of the classifier
the entrophy weighted genetic algorithm is incorporated. Using movie review data set the
experiments stated that the used techniques are efficient.

Machine learning has many

application for security and text application for many area [9-13]

Anidya et al., [9] ranked the product reviews based on customer-oriented and manufacturer
ranking mechanism. The expected helpfulness of the review is used for the ranking and also

ranking is based on the expected effect on sale. The proposed methods identify the reviews
which have the most impact.

To all the customer reviews of a product Miniqing Hu[10] performed mining and summarization
process. The process is carried out in three steps:
1. The product characteristics commented by the customer in the review are mined. Natural
language processing and Data mining techniques are used for mining.
2. The opinions in the review are identified and the opinions are divided as positive or negative.
Set of adjectives words called opinion words are identified. To identify the semantic orientation
and opnion orientation of each sentence is decided WordNet is used.
3. Summarize the results.
The main objective is to perform summary of a customer reviews of a product which are sold
online.

Qui[11] analyzed the problems which are related to opinion mining such as the expansion of
lexicon and target of the opinion. Good, Bad, Excellent, Poor are the list of opinion words which
are used to indicate positive and negative sentiments. Based on boot strapping the link between
opinion word and targets relations are identified. Bootstrapping process is started using the initial
opinion lexicon. Semi-supervised methods are used in this process.

Lei Zhang[12] analyzed opinion words which are domain dependent. Sentiment context of each
noun feature which is positive or negative. For identifying the noun product feature two steps are
used which are positive or negative.

Xiaowen Ding [13] proposed a holistic lexicon-based approach which uses External indications.
This approach has the advantage that opinion words which are context dependent are easily
handed. Linguistic Patterns are used in this algorithm to deal with special words, phrases.
Sentiment classification:
Sentiment classification is the classification task of naming an document as positive or negative
opinions. Machine learning algorithms are used for sentiment classification.

Machine Learning Algorithms:
Machine learning algorithm is defined as a system which is able of getting and merging the
knowledge automatically.The systems that learn from analytical observation, training,
experience, and other means, results in a system that can reveal self-improvement, effectiveness
and efficiency. Knowledge and a corresponding knowledge organization are usually used by a
machine learning system to test the knowledge acquired, interpret and analyse.
Supervised learning generates a function which connects input to expected outputs which are
also called as labels.
Semi-supervised learning generates an suitable function or classifier in which both lebelled and
unlabelled examples are combined[16,18].
Sentiment Analysis Tasks
Sentiment classification consists of the polarity classification of a given document text. Positive,
negative, neutral express the sentence level opinions.
The sentiment analysis can be done at three levels which are: the document level, Sentence level
and feature level.
Document Level sentiment classification: In document level sentiment analysis main challenge
is to extract informative text for inferring sentiment of the whole document. The learning
methods can be confused because of objective statements are rendered by subjective statements
and complicate further for document categorization task with confliciting sentiment[17].
Sentence level sentiment classification:
The sentiment classification is a fine-grained level than document level sentiment classification
in which polarity of the sentence can be given by three categories as positive,negative and
neutral.The challenge faced by sentence level sentiment classification is the identification
features indicating whether sentences are on-topic which is kind of co-reference problem.[17]
Feature sentiment classification: Product features as product attributes of components.
Analysis of such features for identifying sentiment of the document is called as feature based
sentiment analysis. In this approach positive or negative opinion is identified from the already
extracted features. It is a fine grained analysis model among all other models[16].
Text Classification

The large volume of online text is available through the news feed from internet, mails,
databases, websites and the digital libraries. The problem is to arrange text documents from large
databases.
Naive bayes classifier: The naïve bayes classifier is well known as probabilistic classifier which
describes its application to text.
The naive bayes classifier was build in order to incorporate the data which is unlabelled. The
main aim of learning generative model is to estimation of the parameters which uses labelled
training data. The algorithm uses estimated parameters for the classification of new documents
by the calculation to which class it belongs to.
The navie Bayesian classifier works as follows:
By considering samples of a training set ,with the class labels T.
C1,C2,C3,………….Ck

are

the

classes

.Each

sample

contains

n-dimensional

vector,X={x1,x2,x3…………….xn } which represents n measured values of the n attributes
named as A1,A2,A3……….,An respectively.
The classifier classifies the X which is the given sample which belongs to the class which has the
highest probability. Thus X is belonged to the class C1 if and only.
P(Ci /X) > P(Ci /X) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, j ≠ i.
The value of P(Ci /X) which is maximized is called as the maximum posterior hypothesis. By
Bayes theorem,
P(Ci /X) =

P(X/Ci ) P(Ci )
P(X)

P(X) is same for all classes value so only the value of P(X|Ci )P(Ci ) needs to be maximized.
The estimation of priori probabilities of the class P(Ci ) is
P(Ci ) = freq(Ci , T)/|T|

P(X|Ci ) ≈ ∏

n

P(xk |Ci )

k=1

The expectation maximization algorithm oscillates between the steps of guessing the model
which depends on probability of distribution over completions of missing data (E-step) and the
re-estimation of the model parameters using these completions (M-step).
E-step is used only to compute the expected statistics over completions rather than the
probability distribution forming over completions.
Where M-step consists of re-estimation of the model which can be maximization of the estimated
log-likelihood the data.[51,52].
2.Sentiment Analysis Methods:
This section provides a brief description of the eight sentiment analysis methods investigated in
this paper. These methods are the most popular in the literature (i.e., the most cited and widely
used) and they cover diverse techniques such as the use of Natural Language Processing (NLP)
in assigning polarity, the use of Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT) to create labeled datasets,
the use of psychometric scales to identify mood-based sentiments, the use of supervised and
unsupervised machine learning techniques, and so on. Validation of these methods also varies
greatly, from using toy examples to a large collection of labeled data.
Emoticons
The simplest way to detect polarity (i.e., positive and negative affect) of a message is based on
the emoticons it contains. Emoticons are popular in these days, to the extent that some (e.g. <3)
are now included in English Oxford Dictionary [19]. Emoticons are primarily face-based and
represent happy or sad feelings, although a wide range of non-facial variations exist: for instance,
<3 represents a heart and expresses love or affection.
To extract polarity from emoticons, we utilize a set of common emoticons from [20, 21, 22] as
listed in Table 1. This table also includes the popular variations that express the primary
polarities of positive, negative, and neutral. Messages with more than one emoticon were
associated to the polarity of the first emoticon that appeared in the text, although we encountered
only a small number of such cases in the data. As one may expect, the rate of OSN messages
containing at least one emoticon is very low compared to the total number of messages that could
express emotion. A recent work has identified that this rate is less than 10% [23]. Therefore,
emoticons have been often used in combination with other techniques for building a training
dataset in supervised machine learning techniques [24].

SentiStrength
Machine-learning-based methods are suitable for applications that need content-driven or
adaptive polarity identification models. Many key classifiers for identifying polarity in OSN data
have been proposed [26,27,28].The most comprehensive work [28] compared a wide range of
supervised and unsupervised classification methods, including simple logistic regression, SVM,
J48 classification tree, JRip rule-based classifier, SVM regression, AdaBoost, Decision Table
and Naive Bayes. The core classification of this work relies on the set of words in the LIWC
dictionary [29], and the authors expanded this baseline by adding new features for the OSN
context. The tool named SentiStrengh, which implements a combination of learning techniques
that produces the best results and the best training model empirically obtained [28].

3. Conclusion
A large amount of data is maintained in every Social networking sites.The total data constantly
gathered on these sites make it difficult for methods like use of field agents, clipping services
and ad-hoc research to maintain social media data. This paper discusses the previous research on
sentiment analysis. Future direction of analysis online social network will involve many
application as mentioned in [36-41].
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